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$10 value - for 99c!FOUR BOOKS - Best-selling series!It&apos;s an entertaining, intelligent tale full
of suspense and great characters - Kitty Smith, Top 500 ReviewerThis is the type of mystery that
will keep you captive - Heather G, Top 1000 ReviewerThis cozy little mystery has all the turns and
twist you could imagine, with just the right amount of paranormal to be fresh, yet still feel tangible
and relatable. Our Heroine Misty Sales is smart, ingenious, and flat out funny from the get go! - D.
RobertsThe perfect book to cozy up to - E.A. Gray - Top 1000 ReviewerI learned lots about some
sneaky little poisoning techniques - Emily LantenThe four books in this fun, light-hearted cozy
mystery, paranormal suspense series:A Motive for Murder. Book 1Misty Sales is a slightly
overweight journalist for a paranormal magazine in Australia. While her social life is almost non
existent, she does have one skill: while wearing shapewear and with her reading glasses perched
on her nose, she can out-research the best of them, especially when her caffeine levels are high.
When sent to England to write articles about alchemists of the past, Misty has no sooner arrived
than she finds the body of her elderly Aunt, and at once inherits her Aunt&apos;s feisty cat, Diva.
Misty is suddenly drawn into a web of intrigue, secret societies, and the mystical. What secret of her
aunt&apos;s gave someone a motive for murder? As time runs out, Misty races to put the pieces
together before she becomes the next victim. A Reason for Murder. Book 2What do Voodoo spirit
bottles have to do with the ghosts in an Australian touristy village? Plenty, as Misty Sales discovers
to her detriment. Morpeth, once an early river port of Australia but now famous for its ghosts, plays
host to Misty&apos;s latest mystery. Misty Sales, journalist for a paranormal magazine, is back from
London, having been made Keeper of a Society about which she knows nothing. Her caffeine habit
is out of control, as is her job security, and her cat, Diva, is more unpredictable than ever. Even
Misty&apos;s life is left in the balance, as her Editor sends her to write about the ghosts of Morpeth.
In danger, in shapewear, and in debt, Misty matches wits against an unseen enemy. He attacks
Misty with natural and unnatural means, while Misty hits back hard with facts.A Basis for Murder.
Book 3It&apos;s Welsh Druids meets an ancient Australian evil in Misty&apos;s latest mystery.
Misty finds out more about the Society of which she is Keeper - but can she trust the men in her
life? Sent to the Australian village of Hillgrove which has a violent history, Misty is marked by an
ancient evil to become Hillgrove&apos;s latest victim. A Plot for Murder Book 4Skinny, Misty&apos;s
unpleasant boss, sends Misty and Melissa to investigate the disappearance of government lawyer,
Lucas Wallace, from a famous Australian hotel. When Misty arrives, she discovers some clues that
will lead her to the truth about the Keepership. As Jamie and Douglas arrive on the scene, Misty
sets out to put the pieces of the giant puzzle of her life together. Which man has been feeding her

lies and which one has been telling the truth all along? What shocking secret does Misty uncover
about Skinny? All is revealed in this, the last book of the series.ABOUT THE AUTHORBest-selling
Cozy Mystery author, Morgana Best, lives in aÂ sunny beachsideÂ town in Australia. She is owned
by one highly demanding rescued cat who is half Chinchilla, and two less demanding dogs, a
chocolate Labrador and a rescued Dingo, as well as 2 rescued Dorper sheep, the ram Herbert, and
his wether friend, Bertie. In her spare time, Morgana loves to read cozy mysteries and walk her
dogs along the beach.
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Four very good books, made me have to think. The second and fourth books were my favourites. I
loved the surprises in the last book, didn't see one in particular coming. All four books in this boxed
set were fun but not as hilariously funny as Best's latest two books in her 2 new series, Miss Spelled
and A Ghost of A. Chance I received an ARC review copy which did not influence my honest
opinion which I have given.

This is a great series with characters and storylines I could relate to. I enjoyed every book but there
were some definite surprises in book four that caught me off guard. This is a wonderful buy too. I
had to purchase each book separately and wait patiently for book 4 to release. If you like cozy
mysteries with paranormal happenings, humor and fun characters, you will enjoy this series. It was
my introduction to Morgana Best's work. I'm a fan and reading her other series too. I have a special
place in my heart for Misty Sales.

The series was a bit suspenseful and told from the viewpoint of a Plain Jane who turns into
something totally different. Secret government entities in Britain? How intriguing! Secret societies
battling wits? Yup, that, too! Semi-romantic story line? That base is covered as well. Much flirting
but it was kind of nice reading a series with the heroine not falling into bed with the next cute guy
she meets. The plots were well-written and enough intrigue was set up where the reader is puzzling
over who is the good guy and who is the bad guy. I would recommend this as a good rainy day or
vacation read.

I loved these books. I read all four in a few short days. I honestly couldn't put it down and was quite
sad when it ended. The characters are well developed and the plot lines are fun. I love the romance
story of Misty and Jamie, as well as the action. How she finds herself in the predicaments she does
is beyond me! There is a lot of paranormal history in them also, whether true or not, I don't know,
but enjoyable just the same. Also, there were very little to no typos in this set, which is a huge bonus
for me. I hope she writes more Misty Sales stories!

It is 4 books for the price and a very good series too! I will read more by this author. This author has
a good way of leaving you wanting more. Characters are believable and the series is not predictable
and it was a fun read.

Read through 2 of the stories in this boxed set before I quit. The first story was decent. I'd have
given it 3 stars, although I found parts of the story tedious and the ending rushed. I hoped it would
be better, but the second book was even less enjoyable and a struggle to get through.I had liked a
couple other stories by Morgana Best, so thought this boxed set would be a steal. Unfortunately, I
didn't luck out with this series.

A cozy mystery where Misty Sales discovers a family aunt has left her with an enormous duty to

fulfill. Misty's condescending supervisor sends her a trail of murders to resolve. Some parts were
hard to swallow but the rollercoaster of actions and cliffhangers made up for it.

Misty takes you with her on all her journeys involving ghosts, giant bats, other evil creatures and
worse of all, evil people. She did have good friends and other interesting people in her very
interesting life.
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